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Discoperi
Ukraine
Automotive
Discoperi saves lives by preventing road accidents and
enables drivers to control as well as monitor their
data.

Poland has been chosen because it has
a great potential both, from the
economic and social perspectives, in
particular a broad cooperation between
corporates and startup, mature network
of VCs and funds, large number of skilled
people and unique geopolitical position.
Alex Bondarenko, CEO
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GameTree
Ukraine & US
Gaming
GameTree helps gamers discover better options, and
faster, for friends, games, news, and more. It does this
by curating the over-abundance of information in the
world of gaming to the individual gamer by
considering their personal tastes and psychology with
the best recommendation AI in the industry. This is all
wrapped in a vibrant, non-toxic, and quickly growing
gamer community to create a needed household app
for all gamers.

From this program we hope to have
a broader access to relevant industry
connections as well as personalized
advice from accomplished business
people who have succeeded in the
entrepreneurial journey before.
John Uke, CEO
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iDenfy
Lithuania
Fintech
iDenfy is an online identity verification company helping
to reduce frauds, makes your business smoother and
more profitable, together with complying AML&KYC
requirements.

We expect to receive valuable knowledge of
Poland market specifics and requirements,
also with the help of mentors become
prepared to curate and successfully lead
international company, expand local
network and set up strong partnerships
with local companies with the help of
Poland Prize.
Gediminas Ratkevičius, CEO
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Periodix
Ukraine
Freelance
Periodix automates freelance jobs search and
uses AI to predict if the freelancer will get the job.
It allows us to select the jobs with the highest
chances to be hired for a freelancer.

I'm expecting to find out more about
Poland innovation sector and
opportunities for RnD.
Danil Yasynskiy, CEO
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Scan and Buy
Belarus
Retail
Scan and Buy is a SaaS Digital solution for offline
retail. It solves problems of the retailers to understand
what the customer wants to buy before coming to the
store, can make targeted advertising and personalized
promotions for the buyer. We reduce the cost of
cashier services and make predictions for warehouse.

We are sure that to start our project
in the European market, Poland is
the best market. Poland Prize is our
best opportunity to quickly start
a company in Europe.
Vadim Titov, CEO
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SmartVent
Estonia
Green technology
SmartVent is a software solution which allows building
managers to take control of their energy use and keep
their tenants comfortable. As a cloud based system, it
offers immense integration and user experience
possibilities.

I'm looking forward to many
action-packed months in Poland:
mentor and customer meetings, and
fundraising in Q3!
Karl Erik Kalmus, CEO
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Spottitt
Italy & United Kingdom
Geospatial analytics
Spottitt is the data collection and monitoring system
that uniquely matches multispectral satellite imagery
to artificial intelligence (AI) to resolve complex
problems in the Energy and Infrastructure sector.

Poland Prize represents a unique opportunity
for Spottitt to successfully complete its 3-pillar
strategy to fully cover the energy market. With
the Renewables pillar representing the core of
our current commercial offering, we now look
forward to Poland Prize’s support to finalise
our Oil & Gas pillar as well as the
Energy-transmission pillar.
Lucy Kennedy, CEO
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Walter’s Cube
Hungary & US
Virtual reality
Walter's Cube’s mission is to eliminate geographic and
temporal barriers between exhibitions and audiences.
Our goal is to make it possible for any institution or
gallery to upload their exhibition into a virtual online
museum and reach a global audience.

It is a great honor for us, that we got invited for
Poland Prize as one of the most innovative
startups among 400+ companies around the
world. With this award our goal is to make the
polish contemporary art exhibitions available
online and introduce them to a global audience.
And with the support of Startup Hub Poland we
have all the chance to make it happen.
Balazs Farago, CEO
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About Startup Hub: Poland Prize
Poland appears to be the country of first choice to conduct business for global talents and
high-tech entrepreneurs. To make it happen, the Polish Agency for Enterprise
Development invited Startup Hub Poland to PolandPrize, an acceleration program which
aims to soft-land and grant top-class startups in Poland.
After months of scouting, recruiting and evaluating, Startup Hub Poland invited to Poland
8 most disruptive startups out of 400 applications. Since mid-January 2019, Business Link
Astoria hosts finalists of the first season of PolandPrize acceleration program to link best
ICT and energy projects with PGNiG S.A. - strategic partner of Startup Hub: PolandPrize as
well as other Polish leading investors (VCs, BAs, Seeders), corporate partners, policy
makers and community leaders.
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